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》 A n MBA语法 donate honor donor a honor donated to the

donor acknowledge knowledge to acknowledge the power of

knowledge rigor vigor vigorous Rigor is not mean no vigor. accuse

acquit to acquit him after accusation stare bare welfare to stare the

bare welfare advise advice Devise device Rise raise affected，

affection The affected affection cannot affect anybody. analyze

analogous to analyze(analysis) the analogous(analogy) object seek

meek attitude to seek the meek attitude attitude altitude desert

dessert to eat dessert in the desert argument augment the argument of

whether take a augment or not abandon abundant to abandon

abundant bitter butter utter The bitter butter uttered. canvas convex

concave warped convex and concave by canvas complete

competition complete competition(compete) fateful feat feeble We

obtained a fateful(fatal lethal) feat from the feeble expectation.

feasible feat A feasible feat always come from a ferret that suppose to

be fatuous. favored flavor savor This is my favored flavor. furniture

fracture Her furniture was fractured. inept unapt inapt It must will be

beget an inapt consequent result if an inept mortal takes an unapt

job. handy， hardy， hardly heedless heal heel to heal one’s in a

heedless manner comprehensible， understandable comprehensive

， extensive hospitable hospital a hospitable hospital Write neatly

and legible. illustrate illustrious celebrity to illustrate the successful



story of the illustrious celebrity narrate narrow to narrate the narrow

idea impair repair to repair after something impaired Implicit solicit

explicit Implicit solicit is the explicit shame. industrious assiduous

diligent laborious sedulous illustrious industrial Industrious fellows

fashion illustrious. painstaking arduous laborious To shop around

consorting with your girlfriend is real a painstaking and laborious

work. informal abnormal the informal behavior expresses the

abnormal relationship nature neutral nurture The nurture of child

must follow with a sort of nature and neutral attitude, and exert adult

utmost to avoid the extreme or importunity. subjective objective

Subjective error induces(conduces) objective fail. ponder ponderous

wonder crunch dilemma Pondering the wonder crunch brings his

brain the ponderous burden. quote qualitative quantitative quota to

quote the qualitative quota compensate ransom Japanese should

compensate the ransom to China. amiable，bountiful，constant

，daring，enamored，faithful，graceful，honorable，illustrious

，jealous，kind，loyal，mild，noble，obliging，prudent，quiet

，rich，share，true，understand，valiant，wise，young。 staff

stiff stuff the stiff stuff in the hands of staff subsidiary subsidy the

subsidiary subsidy subsidiary horizontal vertical vague vogue obscure

abuse absurd adapt adept adopt to adopt the adaptation in the adept

way conflict inflicts affliction The conflict always inflicts affliction.

aggregate congregate segregate Congregation in a long time must be

result in the segregation. democracy， autarchy， hierarchy There

’s always hierarchy in the sociality whatever it is democratic or

autarchic. disinterested，uninterested disinteresting，uninteresting



flora， fauna friction， fraction， fiction， faction gender render

tender She is rendering tenderly the gender scent. mantle， mental

， sentimental transparent → translucent → opaque apt ept opt She

opted an apt and ept chap. Superficial substantive beneficial

Superficial beneficial thing always ushers in substantive impairment.

implement complement compliment anticipate participate

precipitation The athletes who anticipate to participate the Olympic

game incurred the precipitation. 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考
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